#TiedTogether

Siali Leaf
Tableware by

Rassaa
Make an impact with
every meal

Make an impact on

LIVELIHOODS .
We cannot truly progress unless
we all progress.

Tribes in the forests of Odisha and Jharkhand are among
the most marginalised segments of our society today. They
survive by collecting and trading minor forest products
and suffer low incomes and exploitation. Through
fair-trade practices, innovation, and market linkage;
Rassaa empowers these tribal women to determine their
own future.

Rassaa delivers products made by these
women social entrepreneurs to you.

Make an impact on the

ENVIRONMENT.
What we borrow from the Earth,
we return to it in full measure.

The Siali creeper grows around Sal trees in the forests of Odisha
and Jharkhand, where tribal women pick them to make leaf
plates. Their forests are sacred to them, so they never pick more
leaves than they need, always making sure that the creeper has
enough leaves for its own needs.

SIALI LEAF

TRIBAL WOMEN
ENTREPRENEUR

SIALI CREEPER

BIO-DEGRADATION
IN 28 DAYS

LEAF PLATE

They understand that their survival is tied to the forest’s survival.
Rassaa tableware is completely bio-degradable, and returns to
nature within 28 days, leaving only a positive impact on the
environment
CONSCIOUS CONSUMER

Because, we understand our survival is tied
to the survival of our planet.

Make an impact on our

COLLECTIVE
CONSCIOUSNESS.
Drive home a message with every serving.

Drive awareness about conscious purchasing practices every
time you serve a meal on our hand-made, fair-traded,
sustainably sourced tableware. Drive awareness about
conscious consumption by talking about the
Anti-Inﬂammatory, Anti-Diabetic, Anti-Microbial, and
Antioxidant properties of Siali*.

Because, driving real change requires us
to work together.
*Bauhinia Vahlii - Rajani Chauhan, Sonia Saklani - International Research Journal of Pharmacy - ISSN 2230 – 8407

ENVIRONMENT
FRIENDLY

FREE OF PLASTIC

HANDLES HOT &
COLD FOOD

STURDY

FAIR-TRADED

CARRIES
HEALTH BENEFITS

Set of

1 Plate & 1 Bowl

Dimensions :
30 CM Plate, 12 CM Bowl

Storage conditions:
Store in dry and covered rooms; keep away from wet, excessive
humidity and direct sun rays, or other weather conditions.

Disposal:
100% Biodegradable. Recommended disposal through
composting but can also be safely disposed through waste.

Sample Pack of 25 sets

-

` 500

Pack of 1000 sets

-

` 9,000

Pack of 5000 sets

-

` 40,000

RASSAA CREATIONS
AND INNOVATIONS PVT. LTD.
Gautam Kutir, 1st Floor, Mango Chowk,
Mango, Jamshedpur – 831012, Jharkhand, India
info@rassaa.com

www.rassaa.com

